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School Reopening FAQ for principals and staff  
From the Albuquerque Public Schools and  

the Albuquerque Teachers Federation 
 

March 2021 
 

 
General information can be found: 
 
Link to PED Toolkit 
APS/ATF School Reopening Memoranda of Understanding link: 
https://atfunion.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-march-17-mou-reopening.pdf 
 
In addition to the information in the PED tool kit and the ATF/APS MOU: below are specific 
questions that were asked and the answers.  
 
Health and Safety 
Will we get temperature checks when we enter the school?  

- No 
 
What do we do with students who refuse to comply to mask wearing? 

- Students who refuse to comply should be referred to administration. (Some buildings 
have set policy for this.)  

 
I am high risk, what is the process for staying remote? 

- ADA and CDC High Risk accommodations and inquiries can be placed with the Risk 
Management Office at: https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-
disabilities-act-ada 

 
What exactly triggers a school closure? 

- Refer to the PED Toolkit on pages 7 -10. 
 
We have many students who plan to visit Arizona, Texas and Mexico over Spring Break.  Is there 
a requirement that these students quarantine before returning to in-person classes? 

- The travel quarantine was lifted a few weeks ago. 
 
I noticed that the expiration date is 5/25/21. Our school year is extended and goes until 6/9. 
Are we covered until the end of our extended school year?  

- Yes. APS and ATF apologize for the oversight. For extended learning time schools, the 
MOU is in place until the last day of the school year. 

 
How does one report adverse vaccine reactions to APS? 

− First, report to your supervisor. COVID leave is available for employees suffering adverse 

https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NMPED_COVID19ResponseToolkit_PublicSch030821.pdf
https://atfunion.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-march-17-mou-reopening.pdf
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NMPED_COVID19ResponseToolkit_PublicSch030821.pdf
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reactions to the COVID-19 vaccine. 
 
What options or steps can I take to protect my child who has a high-risk condition? 

- If choosing to stay in remote is not an option, create a health plan with the school nurse 
and your child’s doctor. 

 
How do we request an air filter/ventilation system if we do not have any windows in our 
classrooms/offices? 

- If you believe there are safety concerns at your building, please follow this process: 

1- Talk to your principal or supervisor. They should be able to get a work order to have 
the problem fixed. 

2- If the problem persists, journey through the NM PED COVID-19 Safety Concerns 
Portal and file a report.  

 
Can teachers be asked to mix the chemicals to spray on the tables that we have to clean every 
day after school? 

- No. You can’t be asked to mix chemicals, but you can be asked to refill bottles. They 
are premixed. 

 
Why are provisions not made for those who live with someone at high risk? 

- This is due to PED guidance. 
 
Do those gators (neck sleeves) count as appropriate masking for students? 

- No, they aren’t substitutes for masks.  
 
What happens if I still feel symptoms after quarantine? 

- Contact your physician before returning to work. 
 
APS and ATF have said there would be two lunches, however our school has not built that into 
their schedule. Is this an expectation? 

− Check with your principal and/or you Instructional Council. If you need help, call your 
union or Human Resources. 

 
How will APS communicate the fact that there will no longer be surveillance testing for most of 
the faculty and staff EVEN though people can still contract Covid after vaccinations? 

- APS will continue surveillance testing until the public health order, DOH, and PED deem 
otherwise.  

 
Are there stipulations on the amount of asynchronous vs. synchronous time for virtual 
students? 

− No there are not. 

https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/c511-KAjM3jU_4OIFtitbc4cRejpcq95Fhu27or-x5wkF2lfqGF3c5uyk2tLffC2yMrPUA-rGKzPPnbxjcm1CIYTu79JFHyBwLtSR5IKOcl4mOTKIl25t8NHDtakr3XcG7aMgfl9kBOE00AZ-zITySJpK3s2WZwe5SSUTGQ2psnODRF_uW_YCHzNRzrpx8xZna_pA75PItaAMZrHxurscwT1cBLZFURNEbrm50QbKjL2D414LorCPbjwp0q8ojAwpPNd9ZIKLoJZLQXTe0ZaocO9lFpcEfk12rBiWtIXrJoGdaUuHWeQOXS1ocpljUSs3kBJmDIBfO-8x8yq4Ld2FXUwWRTYF0hUstIdrj2M3pU/3a8/4epvmbQBQwezhGCCaxe8tA/h2/Pcncn5dgJbr454UbIiHzrnEhdPuDZxwsXsmmw6AK6uc
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/c511-KAjM3jU_4OIFtitbc4cRejpcq95Fhu27or-x5wkF2lfqGF3c5uyk2tLffC2yMrPUA-rGKzPPnbxjcm1CIYTu79JFHyBwLtSR5IKOcl4mOTKIl25t8NHDtakr3XcG7aMgfl9kBOE00AZ-zITySJpK3s2WZwe5SSUTGQ2psnODRF_uW_YCHzNRzrpx8xZna_pA75PItaAMZrHxurscwT1cBLZFURNEbrm50QbKjL2D414LorCPbjwp0q8ojAwpPNd9ZIKLoJZLQXTe0ZaocO9lFpcEfk12rBiWtIXrJoGdaUuHWeQOXS1ocpljUSs3kBJmDIBfO-8x8yq4Ld2FXUwWRTYF0hUstIdrj2M3pU/3a8/4epvmbQBQwezhGCCaxe8tA/h2/Pcncn5dgJbr454UbIiHzrnEhdPuDZxwsXsmmw6AK6uc
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Are students going to be allowed to eat lunch in classroom?  

− In some cases, this may occur. Teachers will continue to maintain 30 minutes duty free 
lunch.  

 
Is it acceptable for students to eat in the classroom if we don't have 6-feet of distance between 
students? (breakfast and lunch). 

- The CDC just announced on March 18, that 3 feet is the rule. 
 
How will COVID safety protocols be communicated to students and families? What education 
around these will there be? 

− APS will be sending out information to parents. 
 
What happens if there is a positive COVID case at school? How do parents communicate 
positive COVID cases? 

- Each building must follow the notification process in the PED’s toolkit pages 7-10. 
 
If we live with someone who is high risk and still is waiting for their vaccine what protections, 
exemptions, or accommodations can I receive to keep my household safe? 

− At this time the only accommodation you can ask for is additional PPE. 
  

I have a high-risk condition and I am being told I still have to report to school on March 29 
because I did not fill out the form requesting accommodations in November. I was told it is too 
late to apply for remote teaching until after my second vaccine. Is this correct? 

- Use this link to apply for 2 weeks of remote work after your second vaccine. 
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada 

 
If an APS employee meets 1 or more of the CDC high risk criteria listed and might only receive 
2nd vaccination in early April, can that employee be granted a 2-week extension on remotely 
working from home so as to have the maximum protection of the vaccination series before 
returning in person to their job at school? If so, what is the process to have that approved? 

− See the answer above. 
 

The MOU states that texts (books/papers) are safe after 3 hours, I am the librarian at my school 
and every article and study I have read on this matter specifically states books and circulating 
materials are safe after 3 DAYS (not hours), was this a typo? 
 

− No, this was copied directly from the PED’s Toolkit. 
 
Can administration legally ask for vaccination proof?  
 

- Yes. APS is not a HIPPA-covered agency and employers need to plan. 
 

https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
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Will APS/PED waive the 30-day notice to resign w/out penalty? 
 

- There is not much APS can do if you choose to resign. 
 
Will APS Leaves office waive 30-day notice to start leave? 
 

- The 30-day notice is not applicable to all leaves, for example FMLA does not require a 
prior notice. If you need help call your union of APS Human Resources. 

 
Can I use sick leave until my 2 weeks after second shot? 

- That amount of sick leave might require a doctor’s note. 
 
If my school can work it out, can I teach remote? (One class has all but one student coming 
back, the second class is the exact opposite, can they trade that one student and one teacher 
stay remote?) 

- Yes, you can. You will need to explain to parents. 
 
How do I report unsafe conditions? 

- First report to the principal, then use this link to the PED. 
 

I’m not comfortable returning until April 19th when my vaccine has taken full effect.  What are 
my options in this situation? Am I able to take sick leave for 2 weeks until my vaccine is fully 
effective according to the CCDC? Will I need to quit if I decide I'm not comfortable? 
 

- If you are high risk according to the MOU, you can stay remote until 2 weeks after your 
final vaccination. Your other options are unpaid leave, a doctor’s note for extended 
medical leave. Please don’t quit. 
 

Staff and students ARE already being seen without masks. Principals and staff are notified but 
still do not enforce. WHERE or HOW can we anonymously report this. (As with lack of PPE) 
What are our rights to leave this environment and work remotely if this lack of enforcing safety 
measures continues? 

- Please see the MOU on Reopening Schools.  
 
What is the expectation for schools and teachers regarding teachers who have only received 
one dose of the vaccine, who still need the second dose, and/or who need to wait 14 days after 
receiving that second dose to be fully protected? 
 

- Educators with only 1 of 2 vaccinations are expected to return to work, except for those 
who have high risk conditions as per the MOU. 

 
When people are in their offices, do they need to wear masks? I'm concerned that the 
ventilation system is shared and there might not be enough dilution between someone else's 
air being exhaled and swept into the system and the air I'm breathing if people are maskless. 

https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NMPED_COVID19ResponseToolkit_PublicSch030821.pdf
https://atfunion.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-march-17-mou-reopening.pdf?link_id=1&can_id=509c13b2ce9fc6d2652824c9c1eeabdd&source=email-questions-about-reopening-mou&email_referrer=email_1114015&email_subject=questions-about-reopening
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- All people are expected to wear masks at all times. 

 
Will there be efforts to measure airflow, or a proxy for airflow, like CO2 levels, with results 
made public?  
 

- There is information on the APS website at: https://www.aps.edu/schools/covid-19-
updates-for-aps/safety-measures-and-operations/safety-measures-and-operations 
 

How was the decision to exclude vaccinated people from surveillance testing made? While I'm 
happy to avoid the stress, it means that we're giving up a huge data set about infections among 
vaccinated people and I'm afraid that the lack of testing is going to mean that schools are ok, 
even if they really aren't. 
 

− Answer pending  
 
If we were given a score of 2 for high risk by REDW, do we have the option of waiting the two 
weeks after the second dose of vaccine before returning with students in person, or is it only if 
you applied and qualified for ADA accommodations?   
 

- Yes. ADA and CDC High Risk accommodations and inquiries can be placed with the Risk 
Management Office at: https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-
disabilities-act-ada 

 
My appointment to speak to my medical specialist about safely receiving my first dose is April 
1st. Am I required to report on March 29 in person? Can I continue to teach remotely?  
 

− Answer pending  
 
If my doctor specifically recommends one brand of vaccine over the other two and it is not the 
brand that is being offered to teachers, can I pursue my own vaccine that matches my doctor’s 
recommendation without being penalized for not accepting the brand offered to teachers? 
(Assuming it’s medically documented by my doctor.)  
 

− Answer pending  
 
If I am granted permission to teach remotely until two weeks after my second vaccination, do 
the schools have to pay for my sub (I’m class monitor) from school monies or can federal aid 
money to schools be used to help schools in this manner?  
 

- The district has received money from the state through the Families First Coronavirus 
Response Act (FFCRA). Your school will not be paying for your sub. 

 

https://www.aps.edu/schools/covid-19-updates-for-aps/safety-measures-and-operations/safety-measures-and-operations
https://www.aps.edu/schools/covid-19-updates-for-aps/safety-measures-and-operations/safety-measures-and-operations
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
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I am over 65 and I have a son with Down Syndrome who lives with me. His condition makes him 
a high risk for COVID. Is there a way for me to stay home and teach remotely? At this point, 
none of my students are returning to the classroom. 

 
- ADA and CDC High Risk accommodations and inquiries can be placed with the R 

Management Office at: https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-
disabilities-act-ada 

 
How will intervention, special ed pull outs etc. work when we have all day D level kids in the 
room and others online. What schedule will we follow?  

− Answer Pending  
 
Room temperature. My classroom, like most all others, have been closed up for months and 
then through the winter. I tried to get some work done in there a few days ago but it was 55 
degrees. After fighting it for a few hours and realizing I was chilled to the bone I gave up. I 
understand APS' reasoning for 'no heat but only A/C' but how can my little humans (I teach 
kindergarten) and the big humans possibly be expected to function much less get work done 
when it is 55 degrees? Can we at least have a minimum of 65 degrees?  

− Answer Pending  
 
What happens if I have long term problems due to catching Covid at school?  

− Answer Pending  
 
The CDC on their website says the efficacy of the vaccine is THREE MONTHS. Science/research 
doesn't support past that time yet. Some will be up soon for that three months, so what then, 
especially if some are high risk and hoping the vaccine keeps teachers and staff safe, out of the 
hospital, and hopefully from death. If you got your shot in Jan or February then your three 
months will be up soon. Will APS support accommodations to return to remote when three 
months is up for what science says will keep people safe?   

− Answer Pending  
 
What is the district's policy about outdoor recess on the playground facilities? 
  

− Answer Pending  
 
Will plexiglass barriers be available to us? I am a PE teacher and would like to have one to place 
in front of me while I'm teaching. I'm thinking of something similar to what they have at the 
cash registers at the grocery stores.  

- Plexiglass is not provided in classrooms.  
 
If we have one of the conditions listed in the MOU part D subsection 2, what specific form or 
documentation is required to return in person 2 weeks following a second vaccination? 
 

https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
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- Contact the Risk Management Office at: https://www.aps.edu/risk-
management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada 

 
What if our classes our so crowded that we can't social distance? What if it's so crowded that 
even the lame 3 feet won't work?  

− Answer Pending  
 
If my child is exposed to COVID at school and is required to quarantine, will I be able to use my 
COVID leave for the time I have to stay home with her?  

− Answer Pending  
 
Will clear table dividers be provided since all students will be returning?  

- Plexiglass is not provided in classrooms.  
 
Who is cleaning desks between classes in high school? Students or staff? 

- That’s up to you. 
 

Is there someone in APS that we send the medical paperwork to specifically to be categorized 
as "high risk?" 
 

- Yes, with the Risk Management Office at: https://www.aps.edu/risk-
management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada 
 

Teaching and Learning  
How do we continue with max of 3 hours daily on computer with instructor for remote 
learning? Does this mean students will log in to what would normally be their “class-time” or 
are educators being asked to prepare different lessons w/ those online?  
 

- The 3-hour computer time is a minimum. At this point students can be on line all day, 
however, for the students who are in person that should not be the case. While giving 
students at home asynchronistic work, kids in the class can log off. 

 
What does attendance for students look like?  
 

- Students who return to buildings will be expected to be in attendance every day school 
is in session.  

  
Can a student miss in-person school but still attend online for a day?  

− Answer pending  
 
 How will teachers keep learning fair during asynchronous time for students who are in the 
classroom vs. online?  

− Answer pending  
 

https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
https://www.aps.edu/risk-management/americans-with-disabilities-act-ada
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What will that mean for my students who will be on campus? Can I continue to teach the same 
way I have been during virtual learning? (1/2 synchronous and 1/2 asynchronous)  Will my 
students who choose to attend in person be with a sub in the classroom while I teach from 
home?  

− Answer pending  
 
For the purpose of parent work schedules, day care issues and transportation, can we offer 
both online and in-person learning for students?  

− Answer pending  
 
May we complete collaboration and teacher preparation period remotely when possible?   

− Answer pending  
 
Might teachers be able to stay remote one day and come in person another day?  

- Teachers are expected to be on campus beginning March 29  
 
Are students required to remain in cohorts?  

− Answer pending  
 
Will cross cat kids be in their cross cat class all day or stream from their general education 
classroom?  

− Answer pending  
 
What are the expectations for online learners?  

− Answer pending  
 
Is it ok for elementary schools to decide to keep "specials" - PE, Art and Library virtual? If 
schools decide to do this, how can we ensure that regular ed. teachers are not losing more prep 
time than SPED, gifted, and specials teachers who will continue to have the same amount of 
prep time as they have in past years while regular ed teachers will have prep time cut 
considerably? This may not be official prep minutes, but additional time that teachers normally 
have while their students are in specials and will be greatly needed to get all of our work and 
prep done during our duty day. 
 
Did the state receive a waiver for state testing this year? if so, are teachers still required to 
complete the test security training?  

- No. The feds have not given a break. There is no waiver for testing. 
 
Are students who remain remote expected to only attend class Meets for a maximum of three 
hours per day?  

− Answer pending  
 
How do we social distance in halls?   
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- Stay in a line. There will be arrows in the hall. 
 
Elementary Prep 
Can changes be made to prep time (i.e. - our worksheet from the beginning of the year shows a 
certain amount of prep, now admin. is saying they are taking our 20 minutes before school so 
students can enter early and go straight to classrooms.) 
This can be adjusted. The recommendation is to make decisions through the IC.  R 
Do specials teachers keep their schedules in elementary schools? Do they take over both in 
person and remote teaching so the classroom teacher can have their prep time? What if the 
special teachers are high risk and don’t start when we do? 

- If the teacher is there, then yes. 
 
If specials are virtual and teacher have to stay with their kids who are in person when will they 
get their prep time? 

- Principals will request subs for those positions. 
 

Pre-K 
Pre-k teachers are told that during rest time children should take off their masks to ensure they 
can breathe.  I thought this was against the rule. 
 

- Teachers and EAs should stay 6’ away when kids are resting. 
 
What about kids using manipulative, learning is hands on in early childhood learning? 

- APS suggests that pre-k teachers order multiple sets of materials that are separated for 
pods of kids. 

 
How are families informed about the pre-k rules? 

- APS is working on a checklist for parents, it is possible that there will be a separate one 
for pre-k. 

 
 
Middle School 
How are clubs going to work? 

- The same way as class- if the clubs are able to happen. 
 
 
E&RSE 
As an audiologist, we test children one on one which includes touching and being in extremely 
close proximity.  I have family at home who cannot be vaccinated yet.  I do not want to be 
exposed and potentially bring this deadly disease to my vulnerable family. What are my 
options?  
 
Many district employees (ESRE) work at many schools and come and go to different 
schools/classrooms within one day. We are concerned about being super spreaders. If we find 
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out a person that we have had direct contact with (within a classroom) has tested positive, 
should we start remote work, contact school admin and contact staff we have had contact 
with? Related Service personnel are very frequently forgotten and may not make it on the 
initial contact tracing list.  
 

- You can ask for additional PPE such as gloves, masks, face shields, etc. APS Interim 
Associate Superintendent of Special Education suggested that to do what you can 
remotely, pull kids individually if possible, into a small, ventilated room like an IEP room, 
minimize visits by doing only do what is necessary. 

 
 
 
 
 
General Questions  
Can a student change regularly between online and in-person classes?  
 

- No. According to Supt. Elder, once a family has committed to either attending in person 
or attending remotely, then the family must stick with the choice.  At the BOE meeting, 
Elder stated there would be a one-week grace window for families to make the 
decision.  

 
Will we get covid bonus or hazard pay for staff forced to re-enter before getting vaccines or all 
staff, for that matter? 

- No. 
 

Will the administration, the Governor, and the Board of Ed. hold meetings in person since we, 
the teachers, are expected to do so? 
 

- We only know about the APS Board. They voted at their last meeting to allow individual 
board members to stay remote or attend meetings in person. 

 
What should I do to avoid/protect myself from legal complaints of equity if parents of students 
online do not feel supported due to my having to manage a classroom if in-person students 
require significant management?  
 

- If this becomes an issue, call your union. 
 
Will the requirement that a 30-day notice be given for taking a personal leave of absence be 
waived considering we were not given a month's notice to return to school? 
 

- No all leaves require the 30-day notice. Check your Negotiated Agreement or call your 
union or HR for help. 
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Will school staff that do not work directly with students or those that can still complete their 
job duties from home be allowed an option to continue working remotely? 
 

- Staff are expected to return to their work sites on March 29 to the greatest extent 
possible  

 
How long will the surveillance testing to go on? 

− Surveillance testing will continue as long as it is required by the Public Health 
Order/DOH/PED  

 
Is there any other way to opt out of in-person learning other than getting the vaccine?  

− We don’t understanding this question 
 
My principal is having me go on Covid leave because I'm highly susceptible and cannot go back 
until 2 weeks after my 2nd shot. Do I get paid for that leave? 

- Your principal will request a sub for your in-person students. You will continue to work 
remotely. 

 
Will Covid leave stop me from being approved for extended personal leave for a year, next 
year? 

- No. 
 

Are we serving breakfast for students? 
- Yes 

 
When school is over do students have to go their separate ways or can they interact with the 
other students? 
 

- They should leave campus unless they are involved in after-school activities. 
 
Are lunches going to be provided? 

- Yes 
 

What's going to happen if there's a fire drill? 
- Walk in a line practicing social distancing. 

 
How will we ever charge our chromebooks in our classrooms? 

- Teachers will get power strips to the greatest extent possible. Ask students to bring their 
device fully-charged in the morning. 

 
How are teachers going to stop a fight if one breaks out?  

- Try to use your voice before putting yourself in harm’s way. 
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